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OUR MISSION

Crown Institute of Higher Education’s mission is to provide to our students learning experiences that
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Well structured, creative, research-driven
Personally engaging
Infused with well-structured practical experience
Facilitative of effective learning and the development of a disposition to lifelong learning
Rich in theoretical and applied knowledge, and most up to date in our fields of inquiry
Imbued with a sense of ethical responsibility and the values of collaboration.

OUR VISION
Crown Institute of Higher Education’s vision is to provide the highest quality education to our students
to enable them to achieve their professional and personal goals. In pursuing this vision, our priorities are
to:
•
Offer a transformative learning experience that facilitates the development of professional and
personal skills along with the application of rigorous and systematic knowledge
•
Provide a caring and supportive educational environment so that our students can fully apply
themselves to their educational and professional development
•
Offer a rich and comprehensive curriculum and educationally sound course structures
Enable our students to become work-ready, professionally capable graduates oriented to
creativity and innovation.

OUR VALUES
At Crown Institute of Higher Education, we place the highest value on:
•
Integrity and ethical conduct in all endeavours
•
Collegiality and a commitment to learning communities and partnerships
•
Scholarly rigour and critical inquiry
•
Learning through doing.

OUR HISTORY
Crown Institute of Higher Education is a sister company to Crown Institute of Business and
Technology, an established Registered Training Organisation. Crown Institute of Higher Education is
the realisation of an ambition on the part of its major shareholders – an ambition to be a high quality
private higher education provider in Sydney, Australia. The second year of operation, 2018, saw the
registration and accreditation of CIHE as a Higher Education provider with two bachelor’s degrees,
Bachelor of Accounting and Bachelor of Entrepreneurship and Innovation. This fourth year of
operation has seen CIHE enrol 272 students in the Bachelor of Accounting and Bachelor of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation courses.

Crown Institute of Higher Education acknowledges that its campus is on the land of the
Cameragal people of the Eora nation.
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SECTION 1
GOVERNANCE
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GOVERNANCE AT
CROWN INSTITUTE OF
HIGHER EDUCATION

Erchilit lam quam ut a veligniam et ut il iderum que perum arum quibuscidi seque essequi rerferio.

Crown Institute of Higher Education Pty Ltd trading as Crown Institute of Higher
Education is a proprietary limited company governed by a Board of Directors
which includes independent members as well as representatives of the
shareholders of the Company. The Board of Directors provides a mechanism to
separate the ownership and governance of the Company from the management
of Crown Institute of Higher Education and to provide business, financial and
higher education expertise and advice at the highest level of decision-making.
In 2016, the Board of Directors had set Crown Institute of Higher Education’s
mission and strategic goals.
They have an ongoing role in ensuring Crown Institute of Higher Education
continues to meet its legal, regulatory, financial and social obligations and
responsibilities.
In order to provide Crown Institute of Higher Education with independent
academic advice, the Board of Directors delegated the academic governance of
Crown Institute of Higher Education to the Academic Board. The Academic Board
operates independently of the ownership and management of Crown Institute of
Higher Education to assure the academic integrity of Crown Institute of Higher
Education’s courses. The Academic Board has responsibility for academic policy
making, academic administration and oversight of educational processes. The
Academic Board works to maintain control over the administration of the
curriculum to allow the educational goals and objectives as established by the
Board of Directors in the Strategic Plan to be achieved.
The Academic Board convened a Course Advisory Committee to provide advice
on new course proposals and work towards and report on the applications for
accreditation of the two new courses.
The Academic Board has convened a Teaching and Learning Committee to
monitor and report on quality assurance processes for teaching and learning
within Crown Institute of Higher Education in order to ensure that day-to-day
academic operations meet quality educational standards.
The Board of Directors delegates responsibility for the efficient conduct of Crown
Institute of Higher Education’s business to the CEO who convenes the Executive
Management Committee, which consists of the senior management of Crown
Institute of Higher Education. The Executive Management Committee assists the
CEO in the day-to-day running of Crown Institute of Higher Education.
niatem vendendit ma ommod quatem erum
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GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
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Our People
Board of Directors
Independent Chair
Owners’ representative
Independent members

Chair of Academic Board (Standing Invitation)
CEO (Standing Invitation)

CEO and Finance Manager (Chair)
Dean
Associate Dean
Registrar
Marketing Manager

Independent Members

CEO (Standing Invitation)

Independent Members

Prof John Gray
Mr. Deepak Khadka
Mr. John McPartland
Dr Darryl Gauld OAM
Dr Sally Chaplin
Prof Mile Terziovski
Mr Narayan Tiwari
Executive Management Committee
Mr Narayan Tiwari
Professor Grant Jones
Associate Professor Hardik Vachharajani
Mr. Reny Iskandar
TBA
Audit and Risk Committee
Dr Sally Chaplin (Chair)
Prof John Gray
Mr. John McPartland
Mr. Narayan Tiwari
Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Prof John Gray
Dr Darryl Gauld OAM
Academic Board

Chair and Independent Member
Independent Members

Dean
Alumni Representative

Professor Mile Terziovski
Dr Ann Sardesai
Dr Vijaya Murthy
Dr Wayne Fallon
Dr Bronwyn James
Dr Mohammed Al Zobbi
Prof Grant Jones
TBA
Course Advisory Committee (BAcc and BEI)

Chair (Course Coordinator)
Independent Academic Experts

Independent Industry Member
Academic Staff Members

Chair of Academic Board (ex officio)

Prof Grant Jones (Dean)
Dr Tek Lama
Ms Sevasti Tsipidis
Dr Wade Halvorson
Dr Kim Mackenzie
Ms Sunny Kang
Associate Professor Hardik Vachharajani
Dr Asal Al-Odat
Dr MD Mahfuz Ashraf
Prof. Mile Terziovski
Course Advisory Committee (BIT)

Chair (Course Coordinator)

Prof Grant Jones (Dean)
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Dr David Halfpenny
Dr Danny Kim
Associate Prof Mehregan Mahdavani
Ms Punam Pant
Mr Wesley Woo
Associate Professor Hardik Vachharajani
Dr MD Mahfuz Ashraf
Prof. Mile Terziovski

Independent Academic Experts

Independent Industry Members
Academic Staff Members
Chair of Academic Board (ex officio)

Teaching and Learning Committee (TLC)
Chair (Dean)
Independent Member with teaching and learning experience
Academic Staff Representative

Registrar
Library Services Officer
Student Representative
Chair of Academic Board
(ex officio)

Prof Grant Jones
Dr Bronwyn James
Associate Professor Hardik Vachharajani
Dr Asal Al-Odat
Dr MD Mahfuz Ashraf
Mr. Phil Leroux
Ms Reny Iskandar
Mr Xiao Han
TBA
Prof. Mile Terziovski

Other Staff

Industry Liaison Officer/ Career Coach
Language and Learning Advisor
Lecturers

Student Support Officers

Ms Karen Lewitton
Mr. Phil Leroux
Dr Wenqi Han
Dr Anju Janardhanan
Dr Fazle Rabbi
Dr Phillip Lawrence
Ms Rita Shakya
Ms Jackie Nedelkoski
Mr Saksham Onta
Ms Shefali Subhari
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Chair’s Report
This is a year that started with great promise and ended with serious challenges to our
operations and financial position. I am pleased to report that throughout the year, all parts of
CIHE’s organization—academic staff, management and boards—have worked together to be
nimble and flexible in providing our students not only with a high quality education but also with
caring support to help them cope with the anxieties of the Covid-19 pandemic for themselves
and their families overseas. I am also pleased to report that our financial outlook continues to
be positive. Our organization was stress-tested and we proved our resilience.

While the beginning of the financial year was very positive with enrolments on target and our
teaching program bedded in after the first semester of operations, most of this report will focus
on the steps and strategies CIHE adopted to respond to the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Three of the most challenging aspects of the NSW and Australian governments’ strategies to
ameliorate the effects of Covid-19 were: the social distancing requirements; the lockdown; and
the restrictions—both arrivals and departures—on international travel. Our response to all of
these was focused primarily on the safety and wellbeing of our students and reflects the high
priority the Board and the organization place on our social responsibility.

The social distancing requirements meant that we could no longer continue with our preferred
face-to-face teaching model. Instead we had to quickly institute on-line teaching. I want to thank
the Dean, Professor Grant Jones, the academic staff and Prof Mile Terziovski (Chair of AB) and
the Academic Board for the speed and efficiency with which we were able to transform all our
courses to an online platform while maintaining the high quality of our education and the close
relations with students.

The lockdown, combined with the social distancing restrictions, resulted in many businesses in
Sydney and NSW having to close or severely curtail their operations. The effects were
particularly severe on the hospitality and service sectors of the economy. These are the sectors
where most of our students secure the part-time employment with which they support
themselves and fund their education. As a result, many of our students experienced anxiety and
stress in attempting to cope with these changes, particularly in the context of being separated
from their families overseas. To support our students personally and financially, CIHE took three
steps. First, in concert with the CEO, the Board developed a $2.5 million Relief and Recovery
Package. This package included a $500 support grant for financially affected students; a
reduction in fees; more flexible fee-payment options, a fee discount for high academic
performance, and the option to enrol in only three courses. Second, CIHE’s Careers Coach
assisted students in finding employment through training in resume-writing and interviews.
Third, members of our academic staff used their relations with multi-cultural organizations to
provide food boxes to our students in need. I want to personally thank all staff involved for their
initiatives to support our students. Their generosity of spirit is outstanding; it reflects our culture
and contributes to achieving our values.

The ban on international travel has and continues to have a significant impact on our
organization. Since the majority of our students are international, our business model and
financial sustainability during the pandemic, which relies on offshore enrolments, was severely
affected. As a result, we had to shift our business model and market to the international onshore
market to attract enrolments. This market is highly competitive and to engage with it, the Board
had to revise our financial strategy. This entailed reducing our fees to become more competitive
with other institutions in the onshore market and providing more fee-payment options. This
strategy met with success in our ability to attract enrolments, albeit fewer than our prepandemic planning, in both Semester 2 and the summer semester of 2020.
CIHE ANNUAL REPORT 2020
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The concomitant reduction in income was matched by savings measures throughout the
organisation: increased teaching loads for academic staff that reduced the need for sessional
staff; the suspension of professional development activities; and a reduction in all CIHE boards’
fees.

I want to sincerely thank all members of CIHE for their generous contributions to the savings
measures. In addition to these savings measures, CIHE was eligible for many of the State and
Federal governments’ assistance packages. Taken together, all these strategies enabled CIHE
both to retain all our academic staff and, as a result, maintain the high quality of education and
the support to our students and to maintain a positive financial outlook.

Throughout these challenges, CIHE has continued its strategic growth and diversification by
developing four new courses—Bachelor of Information Technology and Diplomas in Accounting,
Entrepreneurship and Innovation and Information Technology—and by applying for approval as
a higher education provider to offer FEE-HELP. This will enable us to recruit domestic students.
These courses have been submitted to TEQSA for accreditation and we anticipate they will be
approved in time for the Semester 1 2021 intake.

All these achievements would not have been possible without the collaborative contributions of every
member of the CIHE community. I want especially to thank: Mr Narayan Tiwari, CEO, for his exceptional
leadership in guiding CIHE through the challenges of the pandemic; Professor Grant Jones, Dean, and the
academic staff for their excellent efforts in maintaining our teaching program; Professor Mile Terziovski and
the Academic Board for their great diligence and expertise in ensuring the quality of our academic programs
and the diversification of our course offerings. As Chair of the Board of Directors, it is difficult to express my
gratitude to my fellow members. They have provided me and the organisation extraordinary support,
guidance, and collegiality. But overall, everyone has acted with generosity and commitment. That is the way
of CIHE!

The coming year will also be one of challenges, some foreseen such as the continuing pandemic and others
unforeseen. I am also confident that with the continued support and collaboration of all of us, we will be
able to meet them successfully.

Professor John Gray
Chair, Board of Directors
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CEO’s Report
I am pleased to present the Crown Institute of Higher Education 2020 Annual Report.

The details of our successful operations contained in this report are the result of the hard work
of the team at Crown Institute of Higher Education. The remarkable leadership shown by our
Board of Directors (BoD), chaired by Prof John Gray, and their support and guidance has helped
us achieve our strategic goals. I also acknowledge that our achievements would not have been
possible without our committed and supportive Academic Board chaired by Prof Mile Terziovski,
the Course Advisory Committees, Executive Management Committee, and all academic and
general staff.

Most of this year witnessed unprecedented challenges caused by the global pandemic, as our
main target market is offshore student recruitment, which has been completely stopped for
most of 2020 due to the lockdown and travel ban here and in those host nations. As a result,
we had to rely on onshore student recruitment throughout 2020. Like many other institutions,
we were unable to meet our enrolment target for 2020, but we plan to increase our offshore
student enrolments in 2021.

Our first-year cohort in 2019 was mainly from Nepal, but we have been working hard towards
building diversity in the classroom in 2020. We have managed to diversify our student cohort to
some extent, now hosting students from Bangladesh, India, Kenya, South Korea, Malaysia,
Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam and the UAE. The enrolments
from Bangladesh, India, and the Philippines are growing slowly, and we expect this number to
increase in 2021 and beyond. We are also working towards recruiting students from Sri Lanka,
Indonesia, and South America, with expectations of student enrolment from those countries in
2021. As of 30 November 2020, we have a total of 272 students enrolled with us, of which 200
are in Bachelor of Accounting and 72 in Bachelor of Entrepreneurship and Innovation.

Another achievement of 2020 was the submission of four new courses, Bachelor of Information
Technology, Diploma of Information Technology, Diploma of Accounting and Diploma of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation to TEQSA. We expect to get these new courses approved in
early 2021. We are also working towards submitting a non-award English for Academic Purpose
(EAP) course to TEQSA to add to our CRICOS scope, which would further enable us to diversify
the student cohort from those countries who do not meet the English entry requirements into
our Bachelor courses.

Other achievements of 2020 include the approval of our CBD campuses at Pitt Street as
additional delivery sites, increasing our CRICOS capacity to 763. The approval of our FEE Help
application from the Department of Education, Skills and Employment (DESE) was another
achievement of 2020. This will enable us to pursue our plan to recruit domestic students in
2021.
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During this difficult time, we decided to offer discounts on tuition fees, not only to support our current
students, but also as part of our strategy to re-orient our market focus to the highly competitive onshore
markets while the international borders are closed. This has impacted our financial plan, but the
shareholders have continued their support of our goal and are willing to wait longer to realise a return on
their investment.
I would like to acknowledge the generous contribution of all our academic staff, who offered to teach an
extra unit in semester 2 as a part of our saving measures. I also acknowledge the great contribution of all
Board members and Committees who decided to charge reduced meeting fees during this difficult time.
All members of the CIHE community have contributed to the support of our students to help them through
the pandemic restrictions and lockdowns. We developed a COVID support package that included $500 cash
to those students who needed immediate assistance with food and accommodation. Our Covid19 support
package was warmly welcomed by the students, agents and the community. Our Career Coach Ms Karen
Lewitton assisted many of our students who had lost their job during this crisis find new part-time jobs. I
would also acknowledge Dr Ashraf and Dr Rabbi who helped with organising food hampers to those students
who needed support during this crisis. We are proud to be one of very few providers to offer that level of
support to the enrolled students. Our support package was even listed on Study NSW website.
In 2020, we have also successfully recruited three new highly qualified and experienced Academics, and one
Industry Liaison Officer/Career Coach. This ensures we are able to maintain the target student to staff ratio
and ratio of permanent to casual academic staff at or under the threshold set in risk register and the
workforce plan.
Our Audit and Risk Committee (ARC) chaired by Dr Sally Chaplin has been meeting bi-annually to monitor
the financial performance and risks of CIHE. The risk register has been continually monitored and updated
by BoD and the ARC.

We are proud of the approach to diversity and equity that we have established at CIHE. These will ensure
that Crown Institute of Higher Education is exactly what we want it to be – a welcoming, supportive and
friendly institution in which students and staff can thrive.

Mr Narayan Tiwari
Chief Executive Officer
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Chair of Academic
Board’s Report
The CIHE academic board met three times in 2020. I would like to thank my fellow Academic
Board members: Dr Wayne Fallon, Dr Ann Sardesai, Dr Vijaya Murthy, and Dr Bronwyn James.
We welcomed onto the Academic Board Dr Mohammed Al-Zobbi, who strengthened our
collective expertise in Information Technology. On behalf of the Academic Board, I would like to
acknowledge the excellent support and leadership provided by the Dean, Professor Grant Jones,
who provided the support necessary for the Academic Board to achieve a larger than usual
workload.

2020 was a year of development in curriculum and the unprecedented COVID-19. Board
Members made themselves available to several ad hoc discussions and decisions that are part
and parcel of the creative process.

Covid-19 negatively impacted on the number of students coming into the institution and placed
considerable stress on those students already with us. In that light, CIHE refocused the provision
of supportive services to the students. During the third week of February, teaching delivery was
switched from face to face classroom interaction to face to face, zoom synchronous delivery.
The focus of professional development for staff switched to strengthen participation,
engagement and ultimately learning outcomes for the students using the online synchronous
delivery. At the end of Semester Two the progress rate for the year improved i.e. 88% of unit
enrolments resulted in a Pass grade or better.

COVID-19 created the urgent need for Pastoral care, which extended beyond classroom
teaching. CIHE provided a series of support initiatives to students in need, including cash
payments, food bundles and additional support with assignments. To relieve the pressure
placed on many through sudden unemployment, CIHE employed a career coach. Under normal
circumstances, her task would be to prepare students for employment upon graduation.
However, for this year we adopted a focus on their short-term material needs, helping students
to find new work placements that met their immediate needs.

As we come out of the Covid-19 crisis, the Academic Board established a new Course Advisory
Committee to focus on the development of a new Bachelor of Information Technology (AQF
level 7) and a nested Diploma of Information Technology (AQF level 5). CIHE submitted its
application and associated documentation to TEQSA in July. My thanks go to the members of
the IT CAC for their work: Professor Grant Jones (Chair, IT CAC), Dr Mahfuz Ashraf, A/Prof Hardik
Vachharajani, and our external members A/Prof Mehregan Mahdavi, Dr David Halfpenny, Dr
Danny Kim, Mr Wesley Woo and Ms Punam Pant. On behalf of the Board, I would like to express
my thanks to our new AB member, Dr Al Zobbi, who hit the ground running on the oversight of
the development of the new IT courses. The new IT course has been highly praised by external
reviewers engaged by CIHE.

Furthermore, based on the existing Accounting and Entrepreneurship and Innovation course,
CAC developed two new AQF level 5 Diplomas, which are designed to be nested into the
respective existing degrees. Both are currently under review by TEQSA.
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During 2020, the Academic Board began a rolling process of reviewing the following policies: the Academic
Integrity and Student Honesty Policy; Assessment; Admissions; Course Discontinuation; Credit for Prior Learning;
Course Development and Approval; Scholarships and Awards policy; Course Review and Improvement; Teaching
and Learning Plan; Scholarly Activity; Academic Freedom, Integrity and Intellectual Enquiry and the Student Study
Support and Welfare Plan.
Work has commenced on a new English for Academic Purposes Program (EAP), which we hope to launch early
next year. This program will give us a new pathway into CIHE and help us assure the English language competency
of entrants.
In 2021, we will launch the framework for benchmarking that has been developed during 2020, with initial
comparative data gathering in Semester 1. We will also be expanding our staffing as we bring on appropriately
qualitied staff to work on the EAP and the IT programs. It is also our hope and expectation for a return to fully
face to face teaching in Semester 1.
2021 is likely to see a renaissance in the higher education sector as the economy starts to open up and new
opportunities present themselves. The Board will be continuously evaluating new curriculum options, where
unmet demand becomes apparent. Finally, on behalf of the Academic Board, I would like to thank the CEO
Narayan Tiwari and members of the Board of Directors led by Professor John Gray, for their continued
support and advice.

Professor Milé Terziovski
Chair, Academic Board
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Dean’s Report
2020 has tested our mettle. A flexible and adaptable staff is a major contribution to
organisational resilience. Every member of staff has contributed well above and beyond the
duty statement to help us to weather the year of Covid. I want to take this opportunity to
personally thank the staff for the commitment that they have shown to the institution and its
mission. We do not know what 2021 will bring, but we can lean into it with confidence given the
strength we have shown so far.
CIHE has demonstrated its commitment to the students through extra support, both
academically and pastorally. The vast majority of our students rely on part time work and around
90% lost their jobs as soon as the pandemic began to restrict businesses. CIHE provided food
parcels to 160 students. There has been a link between this pastoral activity and scholarship,
with the production of a conference paper based on the knowledge developed from this
program.

In addition, our Career Coach provided help to find and secure alternative work. 46 students
received coaching in this manner, and we believe that 30 of those students secured work as a
direct result of those efforts. In addition, every member of the academic staff provided
additional academic support to accommodate students’ special needs at this time. This
combination of engaged academic and pastoral support minimized the interruption to student
academic progress. Throughout 2020 the students maintained a progress rate of 88%.

In 2020 we have laid the groundwork for a diversification of academic offerings. We submitted
to TEQSA four new courses for approval: three Diplomas (Information Technology; Accounting
and Entrepreneurship and Innovation) and a new Bachelor of Information Technology. The
feedback from TEQSA reviewers is positive and we anticipate a 2021 launch of these programs.
We are currently developing an English For Academic Purposes Program.

We have strengthened CIHE’s curriculum quality assurance. This year we developed a cross
institutional agreement with the Kings Own Institute and Le Cordon Blue for benchmarking of
curriculum and assessment. The process will begin in 2021. Such a proactive approach to
curriculum assurance positions us as a responsible citizen in the Higher Education sector. The
dividend that comes from a developing reputation is already apparent. On its own volition,
TEQSA has extended our registration and accreditation for an additional two years.

We have stayed within teaching input target as provided to TEQSA to indicate service delivery
level. For example, 67% of classes were taught by continuing members of faculty and the staffto-student ratio for the year averaged 1:20.

CIHE conducts student evaluations of teaching the end of every unit delivery. The results show
that staff and students have adapted well to the online teaching environment. Although
students initially found the transition to Zoom mediated classroom difficult, they have been able
to adapt. Attendance rates have risen through the year in both programs. The focus of
professional development for staff this year has necessarily been on the andragogic issues
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raised by online delivery, and particularly the question of increasing student engagement. Academic staff
generated 16 scholarly outputs, including journal articles, book chapters and conference proceedings. One
member of staff was awarded a PhD by Sydney University.

There is also a growing minority of students who now prefer Zoom based delivery. That said, the staff and
student body is looking forward to getting back to face to face delivery as soon as that becomes safely
possible. At this stage we are hoping for a transition back into a real-life classroom mode in Semester One
of 2021.

Prof Grant Jones
Dean
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